
Notes of NHS Highland meeting with Lochaline  facilitated by Morvern Community
Council Monday 26th April

Purpose of this initial meeting was for NHS Highland to hear questions and concerns in

relation to succession planning for Primary Care Medical Services when Dr Taylor retires in

June 2022.

Notes have been sent to NHS Highland with a request for further meeting dates and
written proposals.

Attendees:  Dr Will Nel (WN), Clinical Lead West Highland NHS, Dr Taylor (ST) Morvern
Medical Practice.  Fiona MacKenzie (FM) NHS Highland Primary Care Manager
Chair:  Angus Robertson, Chair MCC.  Note taker Annie Tordoff Secretary MCC
Approximately 30+ members of the community attended.

Angus welcomed everyone to the meeting, outlined the purpose and handed over to
NHS Highland & Dr Taylor.  Everyone was thanked for attending and particularly Fiona
for coming during her annual leave.

Introduction: FM, ST and WN
Dr Taylor outlined she will be retiring at the end of June 2022.  She outlined that the role
of single handed practices is outdated and not a model that should be replicated.  Dr
Taylor described  that she envisaged that the future is to have a multidisciplinary team (
practice and advanced nursing, physiotherapy, district nursing as well as GP hours) and
that an appointment system would help to monitor the workload and types of
professionals that we need in the future to plan for that.  Phone and face to face
appointments will be available in the coming months. In addition to the multidisciplinary
team a dispensary is critical in the village and is something that we wish to maintain in
the future.

Dr Nel thanked Dr Taylor for her introduction to the evening and reiterated that general
practice has changed over the years.  Out of hours(OOH) care was discussed.  Morvern
has  been part of the West Lochaber Out of Hours service for the last 3 years and it has
worked well.  Dr Taylor does not see that changes are required to OOH care. We use
GPs, advanced nursing, 999 and advanced practitioners which work well.  Emergency
care is available 24/7 through ambulance and helicopter services .  The important bits
for discussion for the meeting  are about ‘in hours’ good primary care.  Dr Nel wants to
plan for required ‘ in hours’  primary care i.e. doctor hours, district nursing, advanced
nursing, physiotherapy and other members of a multidisciplinary team.  NHS Highland
stated and supported that the dispensary is essential in Lochaline.  Over the years
primary care has developed into a multidisciplinary team service to prevent stress/burn
out, professional isolation and ensure sustainability for the future.    Fiona described how
after our preliminary MCC meeting Susan agreed to provide some data to look at the
caseload of the practice and skills that are required to meet the demand of our
community. .  NHS Highland agreed that  a further meeting in June/July , once the data
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from the practice has been provided, would enable NHS Highland to come back with a
plan on paper for primary care services post June 2022.

Questions from the Community

Keith: Is there any guidelines or obligations for service level agreements for timeliness
for medical attention?.   Keith highlighted time element for getting medical attention.  We
have an industrial plant which may need emergency attention

WN - Emergency response is within the remit of Scottish Ambulance service, not primary
care.  We have some agreement with local medical practitioners who are contracted to
support the service.  We also have some BASICS (British Association of Immediate
Care, Scotland)  responders.  WN discussed the 1st 4 hours being critical but there are
no time limits within contracts.  ST - described the emergency response which has
expanded and is fully integrated with Scottish Ambulance service  including specialist
trauma specialists and helicopter support.  A single handed doctor would not be
sufficient alone.  Scotstar is a fantastic support. Twitter handle here for info

Colin - raised the issue if an incident happened underground. If a flare  went up it would
be good to have reassurance that someone could help either in person or by phone.  It
would help if first responders could sign on as single people rather than in 2’s as we only
have 3 in the village.

Henriette - wanted clarification on the term ‘locality’ What does a multidisciplinary team
mean?

WN - Locality is as we understand it at the moment i.e. area covered by the practice-
and we will aim to provide a like for like service as now with the required number of GP
hours.  A MDT is whole of the inclusive team e.g. district nurses, practice nurses,
Advanced nurse practitioners, the GP, physio.  WN described that the Dr is not always
the best person for every job hence a team approach is beneficial.  WN confirmed that
the emergency response will remain the same as it has done in the last few years.

Jane SS - It would be good to have a rough idea of what you envisage locally.  GP in
Strontian?  Or Physio on a particular day?

Roger - Asked about prescription signing and dispensing. FM - The doctor and the
advanced nurse practitioner can sign prescriptions either in Lochaline or remotely to
allow dispensers to issue the prescriptions.

Rhonda - bad experience of ringing 999.  Who can activate a response on 999 to give an
understanding of how remote we are here - the Highland hub does not acknowledge our
geography.  ST - responded that this incident was unusual, only time in 30 years.
HIghland hub and 999 are 2 different services and we just need to keep working with
services for them to understand the Oban postcode. ST - Generally ambulance
services are good.

Faith - also reiterated that NHS 24 advise that with our  postcode patients are directly
wrongly to go to Oban.  Faith also said that an alternative to ZOOM meeting is required
to enable full community engagement .  ST reminded the group that we are currently not
allowed to have a face to face meeting.
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Miles - Is planning taken into consideration as we have expansion of the village in our
plans?  FM responded that NHS Highland would look to Highland Council local plan for
that information.

Sam - What continuity will there be with a GP - so we don't have to re explain everything
again.  WN  stated that if a single Dr is recruited as part of the team that will happen but
cover will be required for professional development/leave etc. anyway.  WN described
that NHS Highland often find we have to recruit a group of Drs  to prevent professional
isolation and burn out.  NHS Highland understands the benefits of seeing the same
Doctor.  Sometimes there is a benefit of seeing more than one person   - there are pros
and cons to both.  All dependent on recruitment in Lochaline.

Morven - MCC invited  NHS Highland for our initial discussion.  The asset of the surgery is a
benefit in Morvern.   How will you do an  Equality impact assessment?
What is our current profile? What are the long term conditions in Morvern? What is the  birth
rate.  What would be a good positive change to the service?  We are also aware that the
clock is ticking towards June 2022 and we need a plan from NHS HIghland.

Summary
FM - said that it was a really useful meeting to hear concerns and questions  from the
community .  Fiona will go away and put down on paper how the service could/will be
provided before the next meeting. Fiona also noted that  It is the day to day general
practitioner that we are discussing, not emergency services. Fiona stated that having  1
more meeting might not be enough and NHS Highland would meet with the community as
required.

Extract from ZOOM meeting ‘chat’

From Henriette Laidl... to Everyone:

I would like to ask a question

From Colin THWAITES to Everyone:

evening all, as a representative of LQS, as mines rescue captain, my question is regarding cover for the mine in

case of emergency, being a remote mine poses many challenges as regards emergency planning, we have

breathing apparatus on site as well as other provisions which we identified as being able to help us in a situation,

one of those provisions was to ensure the local doctor was available & familiar with the environment we work in &

therefore available at short notice to provide pre hospital casualty care, I just want the group to be aware the

importance of a medical practitioner to the mine

From Hugh Raven to Everyone:

Jane Stuart Smith here- please can you give a practical example of the type day to day (not out of hours) medical

provision that is envisaged as I do not understand if this means a GP in Strontian say and and a phsysio coming

in once a week?

From Roger to Everyone:

How would the dispensary operate if the duty doctor or clinical pharmacist were not physically present?

From Morven to Everyone:

You cannot compel an independent gp or salaried gp to provide first response to an emergency. Primary care is

for scheduled and urgent care in hours and urgent primary care out of hours
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From Me to Everyone:

I am noting all the questions and anything not answered the NHS Highland team can take away

From fmath01 to Everyone:

Thanks Annie

From Miles to Everyone:

Is there any planning for potential growth of the community. There are signs that the sand mine is likely to expand,

more housing is being built and there is growth of leisure facilities.

From Rhonda to Everyone:

What concern me is the out of office cover via 999. We tried to use the 999 system and used the term 'Highland

Hub' but the 999 handler had no idea what we were talking about. The handler had no idea how remote we are

and when we tried to get the patient part way to help (by road) the handler then refused to even activate the

ambulance system at all and told us to return home. All we were asking was that the ambulance meet us on

route, and as this is a single track road we are not going to miss each other. In the end we resorted to calling the

paramedics directly and that worked perfectly they met us on route. Thanks Rhonda and Mark

From faith to Everyone:

Definitely need more than an on line meeting , not all the community will would be able to join , not sure what can

be done if not a community meeting in the village hall , also out of hrs or NHS 24 always seem to want to send

everyone to oban instead of fort William , Having used the service a few times for divers

From Morven to Everyone:

Please describe abbreviations ANP is an advanced nurse practitioner

From Lesley Smart to Everyone:

A N P Advanced Nurse Practitioner

From Sam Firth to Everyone:

It’s good to hear that like for like hours will be provided in Lochaline for GP services - but wherever possible it

would be ideal to be able to see the same doctor i.e. who knows your case history rather than having to repeat it

each time etc. so you can have a doctor patient relationship for ongoing/long term illness.

From Henriette Laidl... to Everyone:

maybe we could have things in writing prior to meeting - this would allow people to ask questions before

From Rhonda to Everyone:

Is there anything we can do as a community to attract the right doctor/small team of doctors to the area?

From Roger to Everyone:

How difficult is it to employ say 3 independent locum Gps to cover a sole practitioner hours on a regular basis. I

appreciate that cost implications affect any solution.

From iPhone to Everyone:

Any public meeting might have limited numbers but we could supplement with zoom

From Keith’s iPhoneg... to Everyone:

Next steps? Communication plan to the wider community detailing the options and what the health service is

proposing Possible options if the plan is not fixed Etc. I think having only 1 more meetings might not be enough in

these restrictive times
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